A simulation technique for linebalancing has been developed to utilize an Information Systems Simulator Developed at Lehigh University.
INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses two key concepts which appear to be useful in solving large scale production line balancing problems.
A production process can be represented by a precedence-constrained network of tasks.
Line balancing consists of grouping these tasks into sequential stations such that no precedence constraints are violated and at the same time a specified output rate is met with a minimum number of stations.
It has been previously illustrated that as the task network grows in size and complexity, enumeration, analytic methods, and most heuristic techniques become either infeasible or at least increasingly more inferior to a biased sampling procedure called COMSOAL (Computer Method of Sequencing Operations for Assembly Lines).
The standard COMSOAL method simulates numerous feasible solutions by assigning tasks one at a time to stations based on random selection biased by various heuristic factors calculated from the task network.
After a satisfactory number of feasible solutions have been simulated, the accepted solution is taken as the best of the generated solution.
II. THE NEW APPROACH
Despite the effectiveness of standard COMSOAL, applying it to very large networks is not without complication.
1. Even with COMSOAL the large networks present difficulties in managing both the original problem data and the working data for the algorithm.
2. Standard COMSOAL forces each station time to be equal to or less than the ideal cycle time. This means that COMSOAL tends to generate many solutions containing an extra station which is extremely underloaded.
The authors have employed two concepts to aid in overcoming these difficulties.
i. Use a data base with hierarchical structures to represent the network.
2. Allow specified amounts of overloading, as well as possible underloading, at any and every station.
The data base consists of three separate hierarchical files designed to provide efficient data access:
an indexed key file, or location directory for the data; a directly addressable activity file containing task durations, first follower task locations, etc.; and a directly addressable ordered sequence file containing addresses of other following tasks, immediate predecessor tasks, etc. This type of data base provides quick retrieval and convenient updating capability.
Also, problems with excessive core storage requirements are alleviated by the data base's efficient disk utiliz~ tion.
